.Departments/Institutes under MoES
 Data will be supplied without any charge to the National Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasting (NCMRWF), IITM, DOD,
INCOIS etc. institutes under MOES.
 Departments/Institutes under MOES should apply for data with
proper recommendation from their Heads and a brief write up of
their proposed project.

Research/Educational Institutes
 Research /Educational Institutes other than those which come
under the Ministry of Earth Science should register with I.M.D. with
their specific details of project so that data can be given to them
free of cost. In case of supply of the derived products/ reports from
basic (observed) data like Satellite products, Seismic products,
Doppler Weather Radar products, periodic weather reports, wind
rose diagrams, design storm parameters, return period analysis,
mean data etc., 25% of the cost of the products/reports are to be
levied from Research Institutes of India or Foreign. The
registration charges Rs 5000/- and renewal fee Rs 1000/- per
annum must be levied from the institute.
 Students and Researchers should submit their authenticity and
bonafide certificates from the heads of colleges/institutes to get
the data. They should avoid undesirable hoarding of data by
individuals.
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 If institutional research works/projects are funded by internal (self)
or external bodies like Govt. or others, data can be supplied on a
concessional basis by levying the charge as only 5% of data cost.
 The data is not to be released without registration and renewal
with IMD. The data may be supplied to the institute after allotment
of registration number and yearly renewal of registration
subsequently in case of completion of one year in registration.
 Foreign research scholars are to be considered as in above at par
with research parties in India and charges of data supply may be
levied suitably depending on the rupee conversion.
 If institutional research works/projects are funded by internal (self)
or external bodies like Govt. or others, data can be supplied on a
concessional basis by levying the charge as only 5% of data cost.
 The data is not to be released without registration and renewal
with IMD. The data may be supplied to the institute after allotment
of registration number and yearly renewal of registration
subsequently in case of completion of one year in registration.


Foreign research scholars are to be considered as in above at par
with research parties in India and charges of data supply may be
levied suitably depending on the rupee conversion.
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